Masterclass 5:

How to shift an organisation to engagement
thinking

@Buildingasubbiz
#SubBiz
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Leading D2C brands focus on measuring and driving audience engagement

Why….
Engagement is a leading
indicator of performance

….How
+ Engagement

When engagement improves it is a
sign that business performance will
improve

●

Sales is all important, but it is
a lagging indicator of
performance
It’s only telling you the ﬁnancial
consequence of what has already
happened.

●

●
+ Transactional Revenue
+ Subscription Revenue

Find your own
measurement of
engagement
This must be shared and
understood across the
whole organisation.
Link it directly to the total
value that a customer
delivers to the business
across all revenue
opportunities

+ Advertising Revenue
+ Afﬁliate Revenue
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Engagement is a team sport, with all teams working together

Understanding the
customer and
managing the journey
from Acquisition to
Retention and
Winback

Marketing

Editorial

Creating the content
that audiences value,
and drives value for
the organisation

Engagement
Providing the right
tools to support
delivery, measure
performance and
manage data

Technology
& Data

What do you measure?

Product

Creating engaging
customer experiences
across channels and
platforms

How are your teams set up?

Finding a simple way to measure engagement is vital to getting buy-in

Recency

Frequency

Volume

The number of days a user

The number of total days
within a time period that a
user has consumed your
content, to evaluable
habits and therefore churn
propensity

The amount of content
consumed in terms of the
number of articles read or
a combination of usage
interactions

has or has not been
consuming your content
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Traditionally teams are aligned to revenue streams and/or audience lifestages

Wider teams
Partnerships,
Performance &
Audience planning

Business Management
Digital
Contributions Subscriptions

Publishing

Rights &
Licensing

Ecommerce
Editorial

Platform
partnerships

Marketing
Awareness

Planning

Digital

Acquisition
Retention & Customer experience

Performance

Trade marketing & Live

D&I
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Traditionally teams are aligned to revenue streams and/or audience lifestages

Goals
Understand, segment
and target audience(s)

Build more value into offering

Acquire and retain at scale

Barriers
Teams are unclear about the KPIs, or which leading indicators
they should be paying attention to, hindering ability to
understand and adapt to audience behaviour.

Independent P&Ls create confusion around roles and
responsibilities, making it more difﬁcult to identify
gaps/opportunities in audience experience and value

Testing new propositions in market takes too long, and is too
manual to execute at speed

Organise teams & processes around a common goal

Editorial

Product

Advertising

Strategy, Proposition & Performance
Domestic

Audience Growth
(Brand and
awareness)

Reader Revenue Growth
(B2C)

Commercial
Partnership
Revenue
Growth
(B2B)

Platform
Partnerships
Content
Partnerships
Proposition
Partnerships
Corporate
Subscriptions

International

Tech & Data

Print distribution

Finance & Operations

Manifesto’s top tips for organising around engagement

●

Marketing needs to deﬁne engagement, ensure it is understood, and that it becomes
the common currency of the organisation

●

Engagement must be linked to commercial outcomes

●

The core teams that will improve engagement are: Editorial, Marketing, Product, and
Technology & Data

●

These teams can align around Engagement as the way in which they can deliver value to
the customer AND the business

●

Editorial integrity does not have to be compromised - it’s about giving customers what
they want and need as a way to increase the value in the relationship for both parties

Thank you

How to build awesome
digital products at speed
When: July 15, 2020
Time: 15:00 GMT, 10:00 EST
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#SubBiz
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